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5 Claims. 

The present invention relates to a device for 
filling tractors and like internal combustion 
engines. 
On the large farms of the Middle West it is 

extremely difficult to get a tractor, to a filling 
station. Again, it Would be a great waste of 
time to do so. Accordingly large drums of fuel 
are taken out into the field and the tractor re 
fueled there. 
The present device is one which utilizes the 

reduced pressure of the exhaust manifold to pump 
fuel from the supply drum into the fuel tank of 
the machine as may be observed from the draw 
ing. The device is a relatively inexpensive one 
to manufacture yet it is sturdy, satisfactory and 
Serviceable. 
The present invention presents two principal 

advantages. The first is intended to overcome 
the disadvantage in a device of this type wherein 
the splash of fuel in tank gives rise to a heavy 
mist and droplet formation, the fuel is drawn 
into the intake manifold of the engine and stops 
or drowns it. At best the engine performance is 
greatly interfered With. The present device de 
livers much of the fuel under the surface of the 
fuel already in the tank thus minimizing splash 
and droplet formation. Also the end of the de 
livery tube is positioned in a place remote from 
the holes through Which the air above the fuel 
is drawn into the vacuum tube leading to the 
intake manifold. Also these holes are positioned 
within the neck portion of the fuel tank where 
it is difficult for the droplets to get. 
A second principal advantage of the present 

device is the elimination of all clamps and hold 
ing means and the utilization of the pressure 
differential between the inside of the tank and 
the atmosphere to hold the filling device firmly 
in place. The use of a soft pliable gasket greatly 
improves the seal and makes this second func 
tion possible. 
In the drawing Fig. 1 is a plan view of the 

device With part broken away to show a valve 
control detail. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view along the line 2-2 of 
Fig. 1. 
In the drawing element is a body member 

which is disk shaped and provided with strength 
ening beadings 2 on its upper portion. Through 
the upper portion 4 of body member is channel 
5 extending across the disk shaped body member 
. From one end of channel 5 leads a tube 6 
which connects the channel 5 with a point of 
reduced pressure such as the intake manifold 
of the engine. If desired a petcock valve or 
the like may be used to connect tube 6 with the 
intake manifold. Tube 6 is attached firmly to 
the disk by means of nut 7 and threaded tubul 
lar member 8. 
Into the opposite end of channel 5 is threaded 

(C. 226-116) 
an intake adjusting screw 9 having a kerf 0 SO 
that the position of the screw 9 may be easily 
adjusted with a screw driver. Leading down 
Wardly from channel 5 is vertical channel fl. 
In Fig. 2 it may be seen how the adjustment 

of screw 9 controls the fluid flow from channel 
to channel 5. 
The Iower part of disk is provided with a 

depending portion 2 which is provided with an 
enlarged portion 3 connecting with channel 5. 
The transition portion 4 between channels 5 and 
3 is of frusto-conical shape and serves as a valve 

seat. 
Wacuum tube f3 is of such diameter as to ex 

perience a force fit with channel portion 3. 
Tube 5 is provided with a series of Small intake 
holes 6 placed as near the depending portion 2 
as is feasible. 
Within tube 5 is a float made up of three 

parts. The upper or head portion 8 of float, 7 
is shaped so as to mate With frusto-conical Sur 
face 4 and seat thereon. These two surfaces 4 
and 8 form a valve. Middle portion 9 of float 

is made of fine screen so as to catch as many 
Small fuel droplets as possible and prevent them 
from entering channel 5. The bottom portion of 
float it is a float member 20 made of cork or a 
Sealed metal tube. The member 20 has suffi 
cient buoyancy to carry portions 8 and 9 and 
cause the whole float 7 to rise with the fuel 
level. Pin 2f prevents the float 7 from falling 
Out of tube 5 when not immersed in fuel. 
Depending portion 2 is provided with another 

Wertical channel portion 22 into which fuel de 
livery tube 23 is forced. Fuel delivery tube 23 
is Substantially larger than vacuum tube 5 so 
that any fuel Splash and droplet formation is 
kept Well away from intake holes 6 or even the 
bottom of tube 5. Again by having delivery 
tube 23 long, much of the fuel may be delivered 
under the Surface of the fuel with a minimum 
of Splash. If desired the end of tube 23 may 
be made flexible so as to rest on the bottom of 
tanks of different depths. 
Near the upper end of tube 23 and as near por 

tion 2 as feasible is provided a vacuum break 
ing hole 24 which is located on the opposite side 
of tube 23 from tube 5. Vacuum breaking hole 
24 prevents the Syphoning of fuel from the tank 
When the valve 4-8 is closed or the engine 
stops. In many tractors the fuel tank is on top 
and several feet above the level of fuel in a drum 
resting on the ground. 
Body member 1 is provided with a horizontal 

channel portion 25 forming a continuation of 
channel portion 22. Fitting in the open end of 
channel portion 25, and experiencing a force fit 
therewith, is reduced end 26 of threaded coupling 
means 2. Threaded outer coupler 28 mates with 
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the threaded portion of coupler means 2. Gas 
ket 29 makes a tight joint possible. 
Hose 3 fits tightly over ferrule 3. Which is 

held firmly against gasket 29 by Outer coupler 
28. The other end of hose 3 is placed in a 
drum of fuel to be pumped into the tractor tank. 
The lower surface of body member is pro 

vided With a soft gasket 32 intended to rest in 
sealing contact with upstanding neck 33 of trac 
tor fuel tank 34. 
In operation tube 6 is connécted with the in 

take manifold of the tractor engine and the free 
end of hose 33 placed in a drum of fuel. Tubes 
i5 and 23 are placed into the open tank 34 and 
gasket 32 caused to firmly contact the lip neck 
33 so as to form a complete air Seal. With the 
engine running, the valve on the intake Inlanifold 
to which tube 6 is connected, is opened. The 
atmospheric pressure differential causes air to 
flow from within tank 3i through tube 3, chan 
nels 3 and 5 and out through tube . 
This flow unbalances the pressure. On the shr 

face of the fuel in the Supply druin and causes 
it to flow through tube 39, channels 25, 22 and 
tube 23 into tank 34. When the fuel fiOWS into 
the tank 34 splash results and mist or droplet 
formation would be drawn into tube 6 and d'OWin 
the engine were it not for the construction of 
the device. Without any elaborate or expensive 
controls this danger is eliminated by placing hole 
iS high up tube 5 and within neck portion 33. 
This greatly reduces the likelihood of drops of 
fuel entering the tube 6. Again the end of de 
livery tube 23 is far away from hole 6. Drop 
lets rising through tube 5 from the botton are 
caught by the eddies caused by Screen 3, Since 
most of the fuel delivery is under Surface, de 
livery droplet formation is miniinized during the 
later stages of filling. However, the rise of float 

in tube 5 brings it in front of holes 6 as 
the surface of the fluid nears them. This full 
ther blocks droplets entrained in the aii'. 
The rate at which the fuel is pumped may be 

controlled by the relative position of screw 
and channel i. It is shown wide open for tax 
innum delivery. 
The fuel level in tank 33 rises until head 8 

of float meets surface 4 and closes channel 
i3. This stops fluid flow even though the tra C 
tor engine continues to run and so eliminates the 
danger of tank overflow with resultant wastage 
and fire hazard. 
The intake waive is Shut off or the engire 

is stopped. Leakage Scon brings the interior of 
the tank to atmospheric preSSure and a reverse 
fiOW of fluid in hose 3 takes place due to the 
longer arm leading to the Supply tank. When 
the ievel in tank 34 falls to the hole 24 in fuel 
delivery tube 23 air is introduced into the line 
and the Syphon effect is broken. It Will be noted 
that hole 28 is also within the neck portion $3 
of tank 3. 

It is not usually necessary to provide holding 
means to fasten the filler to the tank 34 since 
the pressure differential within and without the 
tank is sufficient to do so. This brings out the 
importance of having gasket 32 soft. However, 
if it is desired to attach the filler permanently 
to the tank, Suitable clamping or Screw fasten 
ing neans may be used. 
The above description Sets forth One form the 

invention may take. Others may be made With 
out departing from the spirit thereof. For in 

2,227,611 
stance tube 23 may be continued through the 
top of housing and the hose 3 connected di 
rectly to it. 
I claim: 
1. In a filling device for the fuel tank of an 

internal combustion engine, a tank Sealing mem 
ber of Sufficient size to cover the filling opening 
of the fuel tank of an internal combustion en 
gine having an upstanding neck, a fuel delivery 
conduit means of such length as to deposit fuel 
well Within said tank and adjacent the bottom 
thereof So that much of the filling is done under 
the surface of the fuel in the tank, an evacuat 
iing conduit, said conduit means having a hole 
through which gases may be removed, said hole 
being Sufficiently close to said tank Sealing raen 
ber as to be within the upstanding neck of the 
fuel tank, Whereby a minimum of Spray and 
drops of fuel is carried to the engine through 
the evacuating conduit, automatic shut off means 
Within Said evacuating conduit adapted to rise 
as the level of the fuel in the tank rises and close 
Said evacuating conduit when the fuel reaches 
a desired level, a portion of Said shut off means 
being so positioned that the gases Withdrawn 
from the tank pass around it during the final 
stages of filling whereby fuel droplets are trapped, 
said automatic shut off means comprising a screen 
float in said evacuating conduit, the Screen of 
said float so arranged as to be in front of Said 
hole during the final stages of filling so as to catch 
fuel droplets when the fuel level within the tank 
is close to said hole, a valve seat in Said evac 
uating conduit arranged to receive the Upper 
portion of said screen valve float. 

2. In a filling device for the fuel tank of an 
internal combustion engine on tractors and the 
like, a tank sealing member of sufficient size to 
cover the filling opening of a fuel tank having 
an upstanding neck, a fuel delivery means Sup 
ported by said tank Sealing ninenber, an evacuat 
iing conduit associated with said tank Sealing 
means, said evacuating conduit having a hole 
therein substantially within the upstanding neck 
portion of Said tank through which gases may 
be removed, perforated means within said evac 
uating conduit and positioned across said hole 
during the final stages of filling said tank where 
by fuel droplets entrained in the gases being 
Withdra Win are caught by Said perforated men 
ber and returned to the tank and the uninter 
rupted operation of the motor is facilitated. 

3. The combination set forth in claim 2, said 
perforated means comprising an automatic shut 
off float the position of which is controlled by the 
fluid level in the tank, a valve Seat in said evac 
ulating conduit constructed to receive said float. 

4. The combination set forth in claim 2, a valve 
Seat in Said evacuating conduit, a float within 
said evacuating conduit having an upper portion 
shaped to seat in Said Waive seat, a lower portion 
of low density and a central portion constituted 
by said perforated means. 

5. The combination Set forth in claim 2, a valve 
Seat in said evacuating conduit, a float valve 
means within said evacuating conduit adapted 
to seat in Said valve Seat, Said float Valve hav 
ing said perforated means mounted thereon, the 
clearance between the Walls of Said evacuating 
conduit and Said float valve imeans being Small 
whereby said perforated means may be positioned 
close to said hole. 
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